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Roof 

Method of Inspection Walk through. 
Type Gable with dormer and Flat. 
Material Composition Shingles. 

Number of Layers Possibly Three. 

Condition Poor, has neared its useful life and leaking. 

Flashing Aluminum. 

Gutters and Downspouts/Condition Aluminum. 

Every roof has two basic elements- the deck and the weather resistant covering.  The deck (also 
called "roof sheathing") serves as a base for supporting the roof covering that, in turn, protects 
the structure from the weather.  Inspection of the roof covering is done from the outside with a 
binocular or walk through, whereas the only access to actually view the deck is from inside the 
attic.   

Asphalt shingles roofs have a normal life of 15-20 years.  Aluminum is used for flashing material.  
Flashing is a term used to describe the metal inserts applied to the areas where a roof meets 
another component of the structure, or along the eaves.  This is done to protect particularly 
vulnerable joints from leaking, and various metals are used for this purpose. Although no leaks 
were seen from roof, chimneys or gutter at the time of home inspection, the inspector cannot 
guarantee any future leaks due to heavy rains or snow accumulation.  This inspection is based on 
existing conditions at the time of home inspection. 



Findings 

The roof is gable style with dormer and is possibly covered with three layers of 
composition shingles, which means that after useful life of existing roof, no more layers 
can be placed on the existing roof. Flat roof at rear is covered with 1 ply of cap sheet.  

The roof was inspected by walking. The roof in front appears to be in poor condition and 
has passed its useful life and replacement soon. A large hole exists on roof surface in 
front that is likely to leak.  Roofing shingles at rear are satisfactory. Flat roof at rear 
extension is poorly patched with various cap sheets.  Multiple roof leaks were evident in 
second floor ceiling. Please contact a roofer to evaluate entire roof and all roofing related 
components and estimates prior to contractual limitations. A tall antenna is hanging on 
roof, leaking and recommended to be removed.   

Aluminum gutter is satisfactorily secured to the fascia boards in rear. Aluminum 
downspouts are satisfactorily secured to exterior walls but discharge close to foundation 
and should be extended 3 feet away to prevent surface water seepage in foundation 
footings and basement. Attic is finished with fixed walls and ceilings, hence inspection of 
rafters, ridge, roof sheathing or insulation could not be done for any defects. However, 
the Inspector did not notice any leaks or stains from roof in the attic ceiling at the time of 
inspection.  









 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
Periodical visual inspection for shingles should be done.  It is important that the shingles 
don’t break, split, or crumble.  The inspection of the attic should be done, during heavy 
rains to further evaluate if there are any water leaks. 
 

  
 

 
 
Yearly cleaning of gutters and downspouts should be done.   



Exterior 
 
Findings 
 
The subject property is a two family, wooden framed, detached structure constructed on 
top of a basement. Exterior of the house is covered with aluminum siding. The siding 
was visually inspected from ground. The aluminum shingles were found to be in 
satisfactory condition, free from dents, cracks or paint peeling at the time of inspection. 
The quantity and type of insulation installed in exterior wall cavities could not be 
determined due to enclosed nature of walls. Obtain owner representation as to the type 
of insulation used to determine if any health hazards or deficiencies exist. The siding is 
above the ground on all four sides. 
 

 
The front entrance to the house consists of masonry steps with limestone treads and 
handrail is secured. Second entrance is from right side and entry consists of a steel door 
in satisfactory condition. Windows are wooden and vinyl sash replacement. All wooden 
windows are in poor condition, drafty and recommended to be replaced. Rear window on 
first floor has large opening at sill that is vulnerable to water intrusion. Attic front window 
has large opening at frame. Caulking is crumbling at exterior window frames.  

 
Exterior light fixtures are located in front and rear.  Doorbells are functional. Inspection of 
exterior walls was done from ground, 20’ far and noted that exterior walls are straight in 
plumb line, free from major leans or waviness.   Roof ridge is also straight. 
 



 
 
 

 



Lots and grounds 

Findings 
Potholes, cracks, settlement and rutting on driveway surface were observed and 
recommended to be patched. The driveway is poorly pitched and likely to cause 
rainwater pooling that will freeze in winter causing an icy and slippery condition. Contact 
a driveway contractor to further evaluate. The section of sidewalk in front of the house is 
heaved/uneven and likely to become a trip hazard. Necessary correction action is 
recommended. At rear of the house is lawn. Seal gaps between driveway and foundation 
wall on right side to reduce water seepage inside the basement. Landscaping and 
grading was unsatisfactory at the time of inspection. Improper grading occasionally 
contributes to the water infiltration in foundation footings and in basement. Re-pitch soil 
away from foundation on all four sides and around the perimeter of the building to aid in 
positive drainage. Soil should slope away at 1 inch per foot for 5 to 8 feet to help prevent 
seepage into basement/foundation footings. Direct all leaders away from house for 
positive drainage. Proper management of gutter/leader system is important for 
preventing soil erosion and possible damage to foundation/structure as well as for 
helping to keep the basement/crawl space area dry.  



 
 
 

 
 
 



Garage 

Findings 
A two cars garage is detached from the house. Major cracks in concrete slab were noted 
that is commonly due to loose soil or poor water drainage underneath. Remove and 
replace loose and hollow concrete. Contact a garage contractor to evaluate entire 
garage for any defects prior to contractual limitations. Flat roof is in poor condition 
and severely leaking inside. Roof sheathing and joist are severely rotted and falling. 
Both garage doors are missing. A significant sized step crack has formed due to 
settlement in rear wall. Contact a mason to evaluate the crack on wall and on 
flooring prior to contractual limitations. 



Foundation, basement and structure 
 

Foundation Type Perimeter walls  

Material Concrete blocks  

Basement  Finished 

Condition Satisfactory  

Structure Wooden  

 
 
Introduction to the Foundations 
Many soil types lose load-bearing capacity when saturated with water. Other soils expand when wetted. One estimate 
reports that more than two thirds of U.S. soils are active in this way.   
Please note that many foundations develop a few cracks during the first few months after construction. These occur as 
the soil under the house accommodates itself to new loading (the soil may compress under a heavy house, or billow up if 
a heavy overburden was removed to prepare the site). Concrete often shows a few cracks due to shrinkage, and most 
building products expand and contract in response to changes in moisture and temperature. 
Conclusion: Perfect foundations are about as common as perfect people (if you’re looking for perfection; perhaps you’re 
on the wrong planet).  All basements and crawlspaces are vulnerable to water seepage from the water table, poor 
drainage at footings or sewer drainage problems, which cannot be seen at the time of home inspection.  A dry basement 
or crawl space at the time of home inspection does not necessarily mean that there is no water seepage at all.  Installation 
of sump pump or French drains eliminates water seepage up to a certain extent.  If the basement is finished with walls, 
ceilings or floor coverings, it is impossible to see, detect or predict past or future flooding or water seepage problems also 
hidden mold and mildew can be a possibility. 
 
Findings 
The house is constructed on a leveled lot. Foundation walls are constructed of concrete 
blocks. Exterior of the foundation is covered with stucco in satisfactory condition. 
Entrance to the basement is from inside and entry consists of a wooden stair in sturdy 
condition. Mold was evident on sheetrock in basement. Area of basement was flooded 
due to leaking water heater. Foundation walls are visible and appear to be in satisfactory 
condition, free from major settlement or significant cracks at the time of inspection. 
Hairline cracks were seen in some area that are common and in Inspector’s opinion, 
considered as non hazardous or of any concern at this time. Structural components such 
as sill plate, band joist, ceiling joists are hidden behind fixed ceiling covering. Hence, 
these structural components could not be inspected for any defects such as wood rot, 
insect activity, notches or any related defects. The inspector cannot make any 
representation or evaluation to the inaccessible areas for any type of present or past 
termite activity or termite damage. Significant rat droppings are seen in various areas of 
the basement. Deflection and sags in the flooring of structure indicates a normal 
settlement and at present, in Inspector’s opinion, the settlement of such kind is not 
considered as a concern, but should be monitored. The overall condition of the 
basement is satisfactory and is poorly lit. Heating units, water heaters, water main, 
electrical panels, gas meters are located in the basement.  
 





   Electrical 

The following large drawings depict the evolution of residential electrical systems. 

The purpose of electrical inspection is to inspect the wiring inside the panels, circuit breakers or 
fuses, checking outlets for grounding or reversed neutrals and any exposed wiring.  The 
inspection does not consist of overload calculation of circuits or number of circuit breakers. The 
home inspector is unable to check any concealed wiring or defects related. The home inspector is 
not an electrician.  Only accessible outlets are tested.  The Home Inspector is not required to 
move stored articles or access the outlets hiding behind them.   

Findings 

Local Power Company provides electrical service with a capacity of 110/220 volts. 
Subject property is a two family house and the service entrance is overhead on left side 
of the house. Drip loop was seen at masthead. Drip loop reduces rainwater seeping 
through service cable inside the panel. The service cable is encased in a conduit pipe 
and is in satisfactory condition. (2), meters are in the basement followed by (2), panels. 
Front cover of panel was removed due to flood in basement and was unsafe for 
Inspector. The Inspector could not inspect interior wiring inside the panel. Service 
conductor is 100 amps for each panel and connected to a main disconnect switch. The 
branch circuit wiring is copper, Romex. Proper size wires are connected to proper size 
breakers. Panel is grounded to the water main on street side and underground rod. 
Entire house has adequate numbers of outlets, switches and fixtures. The outlets were 
randomly tested. (2), outlets in first floor kitchen do not have power. Lighting in 
basement is inadequate. Outlets in kitchen and bathroom are GFI. 



Heating, water heater and Chimney 

Fuel type Gas 

Heat type, Brand Steam 

Zone One zone 

Location Basement 

Chimney Brick 

Air-conditioning None 

Introduction 
A steam system uses a boiler to generate steam.  A steam boiler is partially filled with water-
usually three quarters.  The rest is air.  The water is heated until it becomes steam, which then 
rises in the pipes (without the aid of pump) until it reaches the radiators.  Air in the radiators is 
expelled through air vents.  When the steam comes in contact with the radiator it turns back into 
water and returns to the boiler. 
A steam system does not need pumps or fans to circulate steam, a decided advantage. 
Furthermore, because no water remains in the pipes when the system is at rest, there will be no 
frozen pipes.  The disadvantage of this type of system is that it is slow to respond to a call for 
heat.  Some older systems take from 20 to 30 minutes to fully build up enough steam to heat a 
large house. 



Findings 

(2), one zone, gas fired steam boilers are centrally located in basement. Both boilers 
appear to be in satisfactory condition and within its useful life. Front cover and heat 
shield of second floor heating unit is missing and flames are exposed that can cause fire. 
Both boilers were running at the time of inspection. Burners are properly secured and 
color of flame was blue. Water level in glass gauge assembly could not be seen due to 
rusts.  Safety device such as low water cutoff was seen. Low water cut is a safety device 
that turns the boiler off, in case water level drops. Steam boilers are recommended to be 
drained every two weeks from the blow valve of low water cutoff, until the water clears. 
Distribution of steam is done via overhead steel pipes. Nipple at return behind first floor 
heating unit is severely corroded, leaking and should be replaced. Emergency switch 
located at boiler is functional and should be turned off in case of emergency. Boiler was 
left running for 20 minutes until all radiators became hot. All habitable rooms are heated 
with cast iron sectional radiators. Inspection, detection or testing of underground oil 
tanks are not part of our services. Please contact an oil company to perform ground 
scan for any abandoned underground oil storage tank prior to contractual limitations. 



Water Heater 

(2), 40 gallons, gas fired water heaters are centrally located in basement, adjacent to the 
heating unit. Water heaters are approx 7 years old. Second floor water heater is leaking 
and need immediate replacement. 



Flues and Chimneys 

All the boilers, furnaces, water heaters and fireplaces must be connected with a flue pipe to the chimney. 
This flue pipe exhausts dangerous and toxic gases to the atmosphere.  Leakage of these gases inside the 
house can be fatal. The internal elements of the Chimney could not be evaluated. These areas are 
considered "inaccessible" and fall outside the scope of a Visual Home Inspection. The possibility of lining 
deterioration may exist. Health and safety problems may be present due to concealed conditions. It is 
strongly advised that the chimney be inspected and that the flue be internally evaluated by a qualified 
chimney professional prior to closing. Chimney repairs are typically expensive and the cost of the required 
work should be determined prior to closing. 

Findings 
(2), gas fired heating units and (2), water heaters are properly connected to the flue 
pipes.  Flue pipe is connected to the chimney and carries dangerous gases such as 
carbon monoxide.  No corrosion or rust in any flue pipes was noted. The pitch for flue 
pipe to the chimney is satisfactory and will allow flow of combustible gases. Bricks 
chimney is extended up to the roof and is in satisfactory condition.  Chimney liner was 
seen.  A video inspection for chimney liner is recommended to detect cracks, corrosion, 
flaking, obstruction or other defects that can be a fire or a safety hazard. Please contact 
a chimney contractor to further evaluate. 



Plumbing 
The major portion of the plumbing system is concealed behind the walls and below the floors. 
Nevertheless, the part of the plumbing system that is accessible for inspection is sufficient to 
make a meaningful evaluation of its condition.  A basic plumbing system consists of a water 
supply source distribution piping, fixtures, drainage piping, and a waste disposal system.  Water 
is supplied to the property line from the street water mains of the local water company through 
iron pipe. 
Distribution piping supplies water to the various fixtures by means of a two-component system; 
supply mains and fixture risers.  The risers, for the most part, are concealed behind walls.  The 
visible portions of these systems are made of copper.  Plumbing fixtures are located at the end of 
distribution pipes and the beginning of the drainage system. 
The interior drain line is a series of cast iron or vinyl pipes which are connected to the various 
fixtures.  The waste is channeled through the discharge drainpipes.   

Findings 
Water main is located in the basement. Incoming water supply service is ¾” galvanized 
regulated by a shutoff valve. The water meter could not be located. Distribution of water 
supply piping is ¾” PEX regulated by shutoff valve. In presence of client, cold and hot 
water was turned on for five minutes at all plumbing fixtures and water pressure was 
found to be functional. Waste piping is cast iron and PVC. Rusts and corrosion on cast 
iron pipe fittings due to age was noted. Ensure that the basement bathroom is made as 
per permits and local municipal ordinances. Cap is missing for house trap and the 
situation is vulnerable to sewer odor, spills during backups. Ensure that all drain 
openings are tightly secured with appropriate caps. Due to the fact, that all drainage 
pipes are old and rusted, a video inspection of entire drainage system is strongly 
recommended for any clog, cracks or other defects. Contact a plumber to further 
evaluate. Water drains satisfactorily from all plumbing fixtures. It is strongly advised to 
test all plumbing fixtures for leaks and water drainage during the final walk through. P 
traps were seen under all plumbing fixtures. Gas piping is black steel, running from 
meter to the major appliances. Meter is properly secured to yoke. Gas piping is properly 
secured to the ceiling joists by hangers. No gas leaks were detected at boiler or water 
heater.  





 



Interior 

Most houses built since the 1950s use plasterboard (known as drywall, gypsum board, 
sheetrock, rock, etc.) on walls and ceilings. Plasterboard is made by fabricating a 
sandwich of the gypsum mineral between two layers of paper. Usually it is 4' wide and 
either 8' or 12' long. Thickness ranges from 1/4" to 5/8". Fire-rated and moisture-
resistant plasterboard also are available. 
 Plasterboard is durable and will accommodate considerable flexing when the house 
settles if movement is slow. A number of improved varieties of plasterboard are 
beginning to appear that promise to make the material even more durable and 
exceptionally fireproof.  Plaster (as distinguished from plasterboard) may be gypsum 
plaster, but walls and ceilings in the United States usually were plastered with lime 
plaster before about 1920. Portland cement-based compounds are used for stucco, but 
rarely are used to plaster the interior of homes in the U.S. Repair of large surface areas 
should use patching compounds that are Compatible with the original materials. 
Plaster was applied over thin boards in the old days. Such wood-lath plaster almost 
always cracks and the cracks usually cannot be permanently repaired.   Plaster can be 
several times as strong as typical concrete. However, usually it is much weaker, and 
even a 2% moisture content can reduce its strength by half. If wetted by a leak in the 
roof, it can fail quickly, so keep it dry. If wood-lath plaster pulls loose from the ceiling, 
total removal and replacement probably will be necessary. Loose plaster on the ceiling is 
a safety hazard. Failing ceilings sometimes are hidden with drop ceilings using metal 
rails that hold acoustical panel inserts. They aren’t strong and will allow failing plaster to 
fall through to the floor (or your head, which ever comes first). 
Moisture changes also cause expansion and contraction of wood framing, a common 
cause of “nail pops” of the nails used to fasten plasterboard to the structure. A nail pop is 
a bump where the nail head stays out (and ugly) when the wood underneath dries and 
shrinks. 
Expansion and contraction of finish materials also may cause nail pops. Nail pops are 
Especially common in new houses that use juvenile wood or wood that was not 
thoroughly dried prior to use. Poorly braced houses that shake in the wind may produce 
excessive nail pops, but most nail pops do not indicate significant structural distress. 

Findings 
The subject property is a two family house. Both apartments are built on top of each 
other. Each apartment has living room, dining room, kitchen, one bathroom and two 
bedrooms. Walls and ceiling are plastered painted. Windows are vinyl sash and wooden 
sash. All wooden windows are in poor condition. All windows on second floor are 
covered with plastic to prevent draft. Deflection in flooring indicates a normal settlement. 
Attic is finished and converted in to recreation room. Looking at the age of the house and 
nature of walls and ceilings, the inspector is unsure if any insulation exists behind walls 
and ceilings. If any insulation exists, the inspector cannot make any evaluation to the 
condition, quality or type of insulation behind finished surfaces. Expect hidden defects 
related to plumbing, heating, electrical or structural since the property is approximately 
110 years old. Ensure that the house meets local or state ordinances and proper 
certificate of occupancy is obtained prior to contractual limitations. Our clients are 
advised to contact the office of clerk of local municipality and further inquire if the subject 
property has any open permits, pending violations, existence of any open cesspools or 
wells. All habitable rooms and closets were full of furniture and hence the inspection in 
corners, floors and closets was limited for major deficiencies. It is strongly advised the 
prior to final walk through, please inspect all interior rooms for any unseen or overlooked 
defect due to storage during the inspection.  
Please check with the local fire department regarding the regulations of smoke detector. 
A carbon monoxide detector is always recommended in the living area. 



 
Apartment 1 

Living Room  
Floor Laminated.   

Walls Plastered painted. 

Ceiling Plastered painted, stains of leaks in porch ceiling.  

Door Wooden door is main entrance to the apartment, French 
door glass is broken. 

Windows (2), wooden sash, double hung with storm glass in poor 
condition.  

Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

Three prongs outlets.  
(1), switch services fixture at the ceiling. 

Closet One.  

Heat Source Radiator.   

Air Conditioning None. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dining Room 
Floor Laminated. 

Walls Plastered painted. 

Ceiling Plastered painted. 

Door None. 

Windows (2), wooden sash, double hung with storm glass in poor 
condition.  

Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

Three prongs outlets.  
(1), switch services fixture at the ceiling. 

Closet None. 

Heat Source Radiator. 

Air Conditioning None. 



Kitchen 
Floor Ceramic tiles. 

Walls Sheetrock painted. 

Ceiling Sheetrock painted. Stains from leaks observed and further 
necessary action is recommended.  

Window Aluminum sash, sliding with storm glass in poor condition. 

Cabinets Wooden. 

Counter top Wooden, Formica. 

Electrical outlets 

Light fixture 

GFI and three prongs outlets. (2), outlets near sink and stove 
have no power.  
(1), switch service fixture at the ceiling. 

Sinks Hot and cold water pressure is functional and water drains 
satisfactorily, base cabinet is rotted.   

Stove Gas fired stove is functional. 

Range hood Serviceable. 

Heat Convector. 

Door None. 



Bedroom 1 
Floor Laminated. 

Walls Plastered painted. 

Ceiling Sheetrock painted. 

Door Wooden. 

Windows Wooden sash and vinyl sash. Wooden window is in poor 
condition and vinyl window is poorly installed.  

Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

Three prongs outlets. 

Closet One in satisfactory condition. 

Heat Source Radiator. 

Air conditioner None. 



 
 
Bedroom 2 
Floor Laminated.   

Walls Plastered painted. 

Ceiling Sheetrock painted. 

Door Wooden. 

Windows Wooden sash and vinyl sash. Wooden window is in poor 
condition.  

Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

Three prongs outlets.  
(1), switch service fixture at the ceiling. 

Closet One.  

Heat Source Radiator.  

Air conditioner None.  

 
 
 
Bathroom 
Floor Ceramic tiles. 
Walls Sheetrock painted and ceramic tiles in lower half and tub area. 

Water damaged due to leaks.  
Ceiling Sheetrock painted. Water damaged due to leaks. The Inspector is 

unable to determine the source of leaks and further evaluation by 
a plumber is highly advised as plumbing repairs are costly. 

Doors Wooden. 
Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

GFI. 
 

Window None.  

Vent Vent located at ceiling is functional.  

Heat Convector.   

Bathtub  Bathtub is in satisfactory condition. Hot and cold water pressure is 
functional and water drains satisfactorily. Shower faucet is 
serviceable. 

Face basin Face basin is in satisfactory condition. Hot and cold water 
pressure is functional and water drains satisfactorily.  

Toilet Toilet is in satisfactory condition and flushes properly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Apartment 2 
Living Room 
Floor Laminated.  

Walls Plastered painted. 

Ceiling Stains of roof leaks in front porch ceiling. 

Door Steel door is main entrance to the apartment. 

Windows All windows are covered with plastic.  

Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

Three prongs outlets.  
(1), switch services fixture at the ceiling. 

Closet None.  

Heat Source Radiator.  

Air Conditioning None. 



Dining Room 
Floor Laminated.  

Walls Plastered painted. 

Ceiling Plastered painted. 

Door None. 

Windows (2), vinyl sash, double hung with thermal pane in 
satisfactory condition and operable.   

Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

Three prongs outlets.  
(1), switch services fixture at the ceiling. 

Closet None. 

Heat Source Radiator. 

Air Conditioning None. 

Kitchen 
Floor Ceramic tiles. 

Walls Sheetrock painted. 

Ceiling Sheetrock painted. Stains from roof leaks observed and further 
necessary action is recommended.  

Window Aluminum sash, sliding with thermal pane in aging condition but 
operable.  

Cabinets Wooden. 

Counter top Wooden, Formica. 

Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

GFI and three prongs outlets.  
(1), switch service fixture at the ceiling. 

Sinks The sink is in satisfactory condition. Hot and cold water pressure 
is functional and water drains satisfactorily, the sink base is 
rotted.   

Stove Gas fired stove is functional. 

Range hood Serviceable. 

Heat Convector. 

Air-Conditioning None. 

Dish washer None. 



 
 

 
 
 

 



Bedroom 1 
Floor Laminated.  

Walls Sheetrock painted. 

Ceiling Sheetrock painted. Stains of roof leaks were observed and 
further necessary action is recommended.  

Door Wooden. 

Windows (2), vinyl sash with thermal pane. 

Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

Three prongs outlets.  
(1), switch service fixture at the ceiling. 

Closet One. 

Heat Source Radiator. 

Air conditioner None. 



 
 
Bedroom 2 
Floor Laminated.   

Walls Sheetrock painted. 

Ceiling Sheetrock painted.  

Door Wooden. 

Windows (2), vinyl sash with thermal pane.   

Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

Three prongs outlets.  
(1), switch service fixture at the ceiling. 

Closet One.  

Heat Source Radiator.  

Air conditioner None.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bathroom 
Floor Ceramic tiles. 
Walls Sheetrock painted and ceramic tiles in lower half and tub area. 

Tiles are loose at shower. Necessary repairs and replacement of 
tiles is recommended.   

Ceiling Sheetrock painted.  

Doors Wooden. 
Electrical outlets 
Light fixture 

None.  
(1), switch service fixture at the wall.  

Window None.  

Vent Vent located at ceiling is nonfunctional.  

Bathtub  Bathtub is in satisfactory condition. Water is turned off.  

Face basin Face basin is in satisfactory condition. Cold water pressure is 
functional. Hot water is turned off.  

Toilet Toilet is in satisfactory condition and flushes properly. 

 
 
 
 





Summary. 

The following problems and defects were noted that should be corrected and evaluated prior to 
contractual limitations.  Some recommendations mentioned are for future upgrades and repairs. 

Roof 
• The roof is leaking in various areas of the building and has caused damaged to the interior

finishing.  The roof in front is in poor condition and has missing shingles.  Rear flat roof is poorly
patched.

• Contact a roofer and have him evaluate entire roof and all roofing related components prior to
contractual limitations.

Exterior 
• Scrape and caulk all exterior window door frames and sills.
• Seal and repair all openings at window frames and sills at rear and at front roof dormer to

prevent draft and water intrusion.
• Repair uneven sidewalk in front to prevent tripping.
• Repair and patch potholes on driveway and ensure surface water drainage.
• Seal gaps between foundation and driveway on right side to reduce water seepage inside the

basement.
• Contact a garage contractor to evaluate entire garage for following defects.

1. Replace garage doors and all related hardware and framing.
2. Replace entire garage roof, rotted joists and rotted sheathing.
3. Repair cracked flooring and crack on masonry wall.

Foundation, Structure, and Basement 
• Remove mold damaged sheetrock in basement.
• The basement was flooding due to leaking water heater at the time of inspection.

Electrical 
• Label all service panels for load distribution.
• The inspector could not remove the panel covers as the basement was flooded and was unsafe

for the inspector.  Hence, the inspector could not inspect interior wiring.  It is strongly advised to
contact an electrician to inspect wiring inside the panel prior to contractual limitations.

• Restore power to outlets in first floor kitchen.
• Provide additional lighting in the basement.

Plumbing, Heating & Air conditioning 
• Install cap on front house trap to prevent sewer spills and odor.
• Ensure that the building has water meter.  The inspector could not locate the water meter.
• Upgrade all old and rusted cast iron waste pipes.
• Ensure that the basement bathroom is made as per local ordinances and permits.
• Install missing cover and heat shield for the heating unit to prevent fires.
• Replace corroded nipple on heating unit for first floor.
• Replace second floor water heater.
• Contact an oil company to perform ground scan for any abandoned underground oil storage tank

prior to closing. (Recommended)
• A video inspection for the chimney interior components is highly recommended.  Contact a

chimney contractor.

Interior 
• Weather seal front and side entry doors as all exterior doors are drafty.
• Re-inspect all habitable interior rooms during final walk through such as, floors, corners, and

closets for any unseen or overlooked defect due to storage during home inspection.
• Upgrade all wooden windows as they are old and drafty.
• Weather seal all other windows as they are covered with plastic due to draft.



• Repair water damaged walls and ceiling in first floor bathroom.
• Replace rotted kitchen sink base in both apartments.
• Replace non functional vent in second floor bathroom.
• The inspector could not test hot water in second floor apartment.
• Repair loose wall tiles in second floor bathroom.
• Contact local municipality and ensure that the attic can be used for sleeping.



Section II. Inspection Findings   This report is indicative of the condition of the above identified structure(s) on the date of inspection and is not to
be construed as a guarantee or warranty against latent, concealed, or future infestations or defects. Based on a careful visual inspection of the
readily accessible areas of the structure(s) inspected:

A. No visible evidence of wood destroying insects was observed.

B. Visible evidence of wood destroying insects was observed as follows:

1. Live insects (description and location):

2. Dead insects, insect parts, frass, shelter tubes, exit holes, or staining (description and location):

3. Visible damage from wood destroying insects was noted as follows (description and location):

NOTE: This is not a structural damage report. If box B above is checked, it should be understood that some degree of damage,
including hidden damage, may be present. If any questions arise regarding damage indicated by this report, it is recommended that the buyer or any
interested parties contact a qualified structural professional to determine the extent of damage and the need for repairs.

Yes No It appears that the structure(s) or a portion thereof may have been previously treated. Visible evidence of possible previous treatment:

The inspecting company can give no assurances with regard to work done by other companies. The company that performed the treatment should be
contacted for information on treatment and any warranty or service agreement which may be in place.

Signature of Seller(s) or Owner(s) if refinancing. Seller
acknowledges that all information regarding W.D.I. infestation, damage,
repair, and treatment history has been disclosed to the buyer.

Form NPMA-33 (9/01/04) © 2004 National Pest Management Association. All Rights Reserved. No reproduction of this form is permitted without the express permission of NPMA
Form NPCA-1 is obsolete after 12/31/04. This form is approved for FHA and VA loans. Page 1 of 2

Signature of Buyer. The undersigned hereby acknowledges
receipt of a copy of both page 1 and page 2 of this report and
understands the information reported.

Wood Destroying Insect Inspection Report     Notice: Please read important consumer information on page 2.

Section I. General Information
Inspection Company, Address & Phone

Company’s Business Lic. No.

Inspector’s Name, Signature & Certification, Registration, or Lic. # Structure(s) Inspected

Section III. Recommendations
No treatment recommended: (Explain if Box B in Section II is checked)

Recommend treatment for the control of:

Section IV. Obstructions and Inaccessible Areas
The following areas of the structure(s) inspected were obstructed or inaccessible:

Basement
Crawlspace
Main Level
Attic
Garage
Exterior
Porch
Addition
Other

Section V. Additional Comments and Attachments (these are an integral part of the report)

Attachments

1. Fixed ceiling
2. Suspended ceiling
3. Fixed wall covering
4. Floor covering
5. Insulation
6. Cabinets or shelving
7. Stored items
8. Furnishings
9. Appliances
10. No access or entry
11. Limited access
12. No access beneath

13. Only visual access
14. Cluttered condition
15. Standing water
16. Dense vegetation
17. Exterior siding
18. Window well covers
19. Wood pile
20. Snow
21. Unsafe conditions
22. Rigid foam board
23. Synthetic stucco
24. Duct work, plumbing,

and/or wiring

X X

The inspector may write out obstructions
or use the following optional key:

A to Z Home Inspection
149 Little Street
Belleville, NJ 07109
973-450-5150

24749B

Date of Inspection 
01/01/2019

Address of Property Inspected 
123 STREET, 
TOWN, CITY 12345 

Rajendra Bansal  #24749B House, Dettached Garage

1,11,13

11,13
11,13

                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                            

                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                            The inspector is unable to determine if any hidden

termite activity or damage exist behind finished basement ceiling.

x

x

x
x
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